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for some jesus is the answer

for some mohammed is the answer

for some buddha is the answer

i am saying…you are the answer 

i say trust yourself first

trust your inner light first

understand what you have first

and then go to buddha or krishna or christ

because within you is the whole universe

within you is right and wrong

within you is heaven and hell

i am pointing the finger back to you

i am not making an answer…

that the whole world is beautiful and nothing is wrong

no my friend !

i have not given you any commandments 

thou shalt not…thou shalt not…

i am not a heavy headed person

i am a very light fun loving and innocent little child

yes my friend ?

question     what do you think is laziness and absence of interest to life ?

ah ha ! yes !

that is me !

that is the greatest state to be in… 

utterly lazy…

no desires…

no dreams…

no goal…

just sleeping the whole day…

find people who lift you higher and higher and higher

do not accept judgments from anybody

they do not know themselves…how they can know you ?

and those who have known themselves

have only seen the beauty

utter beauty in human beings

question     your opinion is that everything consists of beauty

nothing bad…nothing negative…nothing wrong…

where is duality in this if nothing is wrong…

nothing is pain…nothing is bad ?

where is the duality in all this ?

do you think i can answer seriously these questions ?

who says i am going to give you all the answers in one day ?

i have no answers !

i have no clue what i am saying

please do not think that i have answered everything

that everything is beautiful

i am saying everything is ugly

everything is miserable…

it depends where you are

i am not saying there is nothing ugly

i accept…everything is ugly

let us change the whole thing 

everything is ugly and miserable

nobody has been able to answer any questions

all my answers are meaningless if they do not transform you

you have to make the answer work for you

for some even a stone is the answer
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